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RETAIL WEBSITE:  
https://phenomelitebrand.com

ORDER TRACKER (RETAIL): 
https://phenomtracker.aftership.com/

MANUFACTURING PORTAL (CUSTOM):  
https://phenomelitebrand.com/pages/mfg-portal

GET STARTED FORM: 
https://phenomelitebrand.com/pages/get-started

SIZING SPREADSHEET DOWNLOAD: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GmGKPcH1kooYrCsWO6dv_yZuJLl7dH08
PyhQ6FLO_iQ 

FULL PRICE LIST SPREADSHEET DOWNLOAD:

Phenom Elite - @PhenomEliteBrand

Phenom Team - @phenomteam1

Phenom Elite - Youtube Account

Phenom Elite - @phenomelite

Phenom Team - @phenomteam

Phenom Elite - @phenomelite

https://phenomelitebrand.com/pages/mfg-portal
https://phenomtracker.aftership.com/
https://phenomelitebrand.com/pages/mfg-portal
https://phenomelitebrand.com/pages/get-started
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GmGKPcH1kooYrCsWO6dv_yZuJLl7dH08PyhQ6FLO_iQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GmGKPcH1kooYrCsWO6dv_yZuJLl7dH08PyhQ6FLO_iQ
http://facebook.com/phenomelitebrand
http://facebook.com/phenomteam1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqz2KjPy93YaDXdc5reRakw
http://instagram.com/phenomelite
http://instagram.com/phenomteam
http://twitter.com/phenomelite
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Phenom Elite is a company that manufactures highly customizable 
uniforms, apparel, and gear, while maintaining an excellent quality 
standard. Phenom Elite has been found to be much more flexible in 
terms of customization and pricing in comparison to its larger competitor 
counterpart brands. Phenom has built a large part of its brand based on 
its creativity and customization options for all products. 

At Phenom Elite we seek to provide value through our hard work and 
dedication to the high quality products our company produces. We feel 
that this hard work and dedication directly correlates to the message we 
want to send to our athletes and people who use our products.

To be a 'Phenom Athlete' you have to be gritty, tough, and willing to 
define the moment regardless of circumstance. Our brand's goal is to aid 
in bringing to light the stories that are bigger than sports, eliminating the 
entitled, selfish and lazy minded athlete that is ever so common today.

Phenom Elite was originally founded in 2013 by Nathan Dorton, who, as a 
former college football player at Appalachian State, could not find the 
quality of product he wanted. With a $65 investment he designed and 
manufactured his own glove. Shortly after, a full uniform and apparel line 
was developed and Phenom Elite began marketing its brand to help build 
a culture around quality products with the belief that our mission is 
bigger than sports.

That effort has led to deals with NFL Hall of Famer Randy Moss, 
becoming the Official Uniform & On-Field apparel provider of the Arena 
Football League, the University of Southern Mississippi, and much, much, 
more. With continued growth, Phenom will continue to work to become 
one of the major players in the apparel brand industry in the years to 
come.

---

Train To Conquer. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zjGlIK80X0M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwOC59KNelQ
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The following list of athletes is a limited list that consists of athletes that 
Phenom Elite has worked with, in some capacity throughout the regular 
season or pre-draft process. Each athletes’ partnership with Phenom 
Elite varies and is specific to each individual agreement. 

NFL ATHLETES

Randy Moss
Nate Burleson
Keenan Robinson
Robert Nkemdiche
Trey Marshall
Jalen Richard
Zachary Pascal
Antony Auclair
Tony Washington
Cooper Kupp
Mario Addison
Isaac Yiadom

CFL/XFL/AFL ATHLETES

Emmanuel Arceneaux
CJ Gable
Armanti Edwards
Ed Gainey
Jalen Saunders
Derrick Moncrief
Alden Darby
Malachi Jones
Kevin Francis 
Collin Taylor
Trey Williams

RANDY MOSS - NFL HALL OF FAME WIDE RECEIVER
__________

During the summer of 2017 Phenom Elite partnered up with NFL Hall of Fame
wide receiver Randy Moss to launch his signature receiver glove. Phenom Elite 
designed and manufactured the ‘Straight TD Themed’ receiver glove and took 
it to market. 
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Below is a limited list that consists of colleges, universities, and 
professional organizations that Phenom Elite has worked with in some 
capacity throughout its history.

2020 - 2022

● San Diego Strike Force - Indoor Football League (Professional)
● Iowa Barnstormers - Indoor Football League (Professional)
● Spokane Shock - Indoor Football League (Professional)
● Oakland Panthers - Indoor Football League (Professional)

2019 - Official Uniform & On-Field Apparel Provider of the Arena 
Football League

● Albany Empire - Arena Football League (Professional)
● Atlantic City BlackJacks - Arena Football League (Professional)
● Baltimore Brigade - Arena Football League (Professional)
● Columbus Destroyers - Arena Football League (Professional)
● Philadelphia Soul - Arena Football League (Professional)
● Washington Valor - Arena Football League

● Culver-Stockton College 
● Quincy Notre Dame High School
● Iroquois High School
● Granite City High School
● RC Edwards Middle School
● D.R. Hill Middle School 
● Palmetto Prep Academy

● Elite Raw Talent All American Bowl
● Elite Raw Talent Sophomore Showcase

2013 -2018 - Custom Team Glove Deals

● University of Southern Mississippi
● North Carolina Central University
● Alcorn State University
● Valdosta State University
● Methodist University
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BENEFIT: Lightweight & Stretchy
WHAT IT IS: Stretch woven fabric 
that wicks away moisture and 
maintains an extremely high 
durability standard.

BENEFIT: Durable & Stretchable
WHAT IT IS: This fabric takes 
durability to the next level. Tough 
yet breathable, the NF2.0 fabric 
offers an high quality level look and 
feel.

BENEFIT: Unlimited Design Options
WHAT IT IS: Full sublimation that 
fuses graphics directly into the 
materials. No cracking, fading, or 
peeling. Unlimited creativity. 

BENEFIT: Unlimited Design Options
WHAT IT IS: Full sublimation that 
fuses graphics directly into the 
materials. No cracking, fading, or 
peeling. Unlimited creativity. 

VERSION: PRO TWILL, PRO SUB, or REG SUB
FABRICS: Nano-Flex 2.0 
WHAT IT IS: The Nano-Flex 2.0 fabric takes durability to the next level. 
Tough yet breathable, the NF2.0 fabric offers that upper level look and 
feel. Performance stepline mesh side panels for ultimate breathability 
and cooling. Pro waist, cinch bottom, elasticized hemline to keep the 
jersey tight and tucked and minimize grab points. Compression fit 
designed to keep padding in place and fit close to the body. Unlimited 
Tackle twill & embroidery decorating options.

BENEFIT: Proprietary Stickiness 
WHAT IT IS: Sticky Silicone 
compound designed to offer the 
ultimate stick for the palms of our 
football gloves. 

BENEFIT: Hand Protection
WHAT IT IS: Padded protection for 
our lineman and mid skill football 
gloves. Padding on the top hand and 
forehands. 

BENEFIT: Moisture Wicking
WHAT IT IS: Our vapor-dri fabrics 
offer a moisture wicking property 
that is second to none. Stay cool. 
Stay dri.

BENEFIT: Compression Fit & 
Moisture Management
WHAT IT IS: Compression material 
that offers moisture management. 
Stay cool. Stay dri. 

VERSION: REGULAR SUBLIMATION, WARP SPEED
FABRICS: Nano-Flex 1.0 
WHAT IT IS: The Nano-Flex 1.0 fabric is our original standard fabric 
specifically for full sublimation. Also included are the prerformance 
stepline mesh side panels for ultimate breathability and cooling. Pro 
waist, cinch bottom, elasticized hemline to keep the jersey tight and 
tucked and minimize grab points. Compression fit designed to keep 
padding in place and fit close to the body. Unlimited decorating options 
through our Nano-Fuse sublimation process. (Formerly known as the Pick 
6 jersey and Gameday Pant)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8F68sjtnIs


The Nano-Flex 2.0 fabric takes durability to the next level. Tough yet 
breathable, the NF2.0 fabric offers that upper level look and feel. 
Performance stepline mesh side panels for ultimate breathability and 
cooling. Pro waist, cinch bottom, elasticized hemline to keep the jersey 
tight and tucked and minimize grab points. Compression fit designed to 
keep padding in place and fit close to the body. Unlimited Tackle twill & 
embroidery decorating options. VERSIONS: Pro Twill, Pro Sub, Regular 
Sub

$138.50
$88.50

YS-YL, S-5XL

H10

[FULLY SUBLIMATED OPTION = Part #H2]

PE-AFB-HS-1007
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$122.00 YS-YL, S-5XL

The Nano-Flex 1.0 fabric is our original standard fabric 
specifically for full sublimation. Pro waist, cinch bottom, 
elasticized hemline to keep the jersey tight and tucked and 
minimize grab points. Unlimited decorating options through 
our Nano-Fuse sublimation process. 14 Panels.

A4 PE-AFB-JS-117
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Fabricated from ultra-durable heavyweight spandex Nano-Flex 
1.0 fabric with heavyweight mesh side inserts for ventilation.  
The PHNM Speed Pant features a slotted silicone anti-slip 
waistband, integrated belt, built-in thigh and knee pad pockets 
and fly-less design. Unlimited decorating options through our 
Nano-Fuse sublimation process. 

$88.50 YS-YL, S-5XL

B1 PE-AFB-PS-110
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NAME: TRADITION NAME: TRADITION

NAME: SEA DOG NAME: SEA DOG

NAME: STINGER NAME: STINGER

NAME: HARDWARE NAME: HARDWARE
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NAME: RIGID BEVEL NAME: RIGID BEVEL

NAME: BRICK BEVEL NAME: BRICK BEVEL

NAME: FREEDOM NAME: FREEDOM

NAME: ELECTRIC FLYER NAME: ELECTRIC FLYER
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PAISLEY PATTERN CUSTOM PATTERN

STRIPE #1       STRIPE #2

SPEED LINES ABSTRACT LINES

CLAW MARKS WING FEATHERS

WEIGHT: UNIFORM SIZE: 

Under 190lbs Small

190-220lbs Medium

220-260lbs Large

260-300lbs X-Large

300-330 XX-Large

330+ XXX-Large
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$96.00 9.5-14

The Vapor-Turf shoe is designed for multidirectional cuts on 
astro turf and other various indoor surfaces. The soft upper of 
the wraps your foot for a second-skin fit and improved ankle 
support, while the rubber knubbed outsole helps supercharge 
additional traction.

J6 PE-001783-TURF

$96.00 5-14

The Vapor-Sonic custom training shoe is designed with a 
breathable mesh fabric for maximum comfort and performance. 
Lace up closure for a snug fit. High quality EVA sole and 
exceptional durability. This is a perfect option for general cross 
training, working out at the gym, or a team travel shoe. Add your 
custom team logo and choose from a white or a black sole. 

J2 PE-CUSTOM-VS-SH
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CLICK HERE TO ORDER ONLINE CLICK HERE TO ORDER ONLINE 

$89.95 8.5, 9.5, 10, 11

Everyone always raves about speed, but speed has no direction. 
What good is it to be fast if you don't know where you're going? 
Speed with direction is velocity. Meet the Velocity 1.0 Football 
Cleats. Lightweight synthetic upper for ultimate movement.  
Cleat plate built for traction and breakaway velocity.
Sleek and speedy. 8 oz. per cleat. Runs one size big (Ex. Sz 11 fits 
closer to a size 12)

$105.00 6.5-14

Cleats built for the most tenacious players in the game. 
Neoprene upper material wraps the foot in an adaptive support 
for ankle protection. Heel tab for easy entry. Traction plate built 
for superior cuts and change of direction while being durable 
enough to withstand the elements of the game.

J1 PE-001783-CLEAT J3 PE-001783-TENACITY

https://phenomelitebrand.com/collections/cleats/products/velocity-1-0-football-cleats
https://phenomelitebrand.com/collections/cleats/products/velocity-1-0-football-cleats
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Turn Around Time: 1-3 Weeks
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$68.00 S-3XL

Our Vapor-Warm tonal fleece hoodie offers a medium weight 
option for practice, training, or pre-game situations. Customize 
with your team logo. Heat seal application. High scuba neckline 
construction and set in sleeves.

$49.50 YS-YXL, XS-5XL

Lightweight and breathable, our long sleeve half-zip pullover is a 
perfect gameday apparel option. Wear it as a player on your way 
to the game or a coach on the field or court!

H13 PE-8661 H1 PE-401

Navy, Royal Blue, Silver, Charcoal Navy, Royal Blue, Red, Graphite
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$49.50 S-5XL

Our Vapor-Warm two tone performance hoodie offers a 
versatile option for training or traveling. Half zip, full hood. 100% 
polyester. Anti microbial. 

Customize with your team logo on the left chest via heat seal 
application. Stock availability varies depending on time of year. 

$28.00 S-5XL

Our Vapor-Dri seamless performance short offers an excellent practice, 
training, or wear around option for your athletes. Pockets. Seamless 
construction for improved mobility. Laser cut air hole perforations to improve 
breathability. Moisture wicking. Stock availability varies depending on time of 
year. 

H10 PE-4007 H11 PE-8003

Black, Navy Blue, Red, Orange Red, Black, Charcoal, Navy, Royal, Yellow, Orange

Mesh & 
Pockets

Seamless 
Construction

Laser Cut
Perforations
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$32.00 YXS-YXL
S-4XL

Lightweight and breathable. 100% polyester interlock with 
moisture-wicking and UV protection performance. Customize with a 
heat seal full graphic on the front or team logo on the left chest.

H3 PE-4007

Black, White, Graphite, Royal, Red, Navy, Orange, Yellow

[Also available in a short sleeved option. Part #H4]
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$68.00 S-4XL

Our Vapor-Storm elements jackets offers a medium weight 
option to fight the elements. Water resistant and a perfect team 
travel option. Customize with your team logo. 

H14 PE-3510

$48.00 S-3XL

PE-8801H8

Charcoal, Black, Heather Grey

Our universal sweat pant is constructed with a 100% polyester 
fleece material and includes, an elastic waistband with black 
drawcord, knee piping, back pocket, side zippers, pockets, and 
hemmed cuffs.
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Turn Around Time: 4-6 Weeks



$60.00 S-4XL

A modern cut, premium polo shirt. Fully custom.
Fully Sublimated. Constructed with a stylish 
Interlock fabric and and 4-way stretch spandex mesh for 
unsurpassed style, comfort, and overall performance. 

$38.00 S-4XL

Our Vapor-Dri universal pro short features a 4 panel 
construction, drawstring, elasticized waist, vented 
crotch, and overlock stitching throughout. A perfect 
team training and performance short. 

G11 PE-AW-PLS-114 PE-MS-SS-100G825



$60.00 S-4XL

A modern cut, premium polo shirt. Fully custom.
Fully Sublimated. Constructed with a stylish 
Interlock fabric and and 4-way stretch spandex mesh for 
unsurpassed style, comfort, and overall performance. 

$50.00 S-4XL

A perfect compression option for practice, training,
and/or weight lifting. Fully customizable. 100% 
polyester spandex. Side panel mesh. 

[Also available in a sleeveless or a long sleeve option. Parts #G1 & G4][Also available in a long sleeved option. Part #G13]

G9 PE-AW-HDS-721 PE-AW-CMPS-116G226
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$57.00 S-3XL

Our flagship football glove model and design; the Joker. Head 
turning looks with with game changing performance. Vapor-Stick® 
Grip Technology, Polymesh breathable backhand, and a Joker Face 
Design.

F1 PE-000066-WSS

$57.00 S-3XL

Our flagship football glove model with our most creepy design; 
the Clown. Head-turning looks with game-changing performance. 
Vapor-Stick® Grip Technology, Polymesh breathable backhand, 
and a Joker Face Design.

F15 PE-002999-CLOWN

CLICK HERE TO ORDER ONLINE CLICK HERE TO ORDER ONLINE 

https://phenomelitebrand.com/collections/football-gloves/products/why-so-serious-football-sticky-glove
https://phenomelitebrand.com/collections/football-gloves/products/vps3-clown-football-gloves
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CLICK HERE TO ORDER ONLINE CLICK HERE TO ORDER ONLINE 

$57.00 S-3XL

Our flagship football glove model and design; the Villain. Head 
turning looks with with game changing performance. Vapor-Stick® 
Grip Technology, Polymesh breathable backhand, and a Villain Face 
Design.

$57.00 S-3XL

Our flagship football glove model with our second most creepy 
design; the Joker V2. Head-turning looks with game-changing 
performance. Vapor-Stick® Grip Technology, Polymesh 
breathable backhand, and a Joker V2 Face Design.

F3 PE-000999-VILLAIN PE-V2-000066-WSSF2

https://phenomelitebrand.com/collections/football-gloves/products/vps3-football-gloves-villain
https://phenomelitebrand.com/collections/football-gloves/products/vps3-football-gloves-why-so-serious-v2


30 F17 PE-000199-VPS1 E4 PE-AFB-VPF-CUS-04

$45.00 S-3XL

Our newest and best stock solid color football glove option returns. 
The reboot of the Vapor-Stick 1.0 football gloves offers a 
lightweight, breathable, and super sticky option! 

$57.00 S-5XL

The original Vapor-Fusion football gloves are constructed with a 
polymesh base and 4 synthetic leather panels on the top hand. 
Built for durability and customization, the VPF is an outstanding 
glove option for players at all positions. 
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